India Automotive Bearing Market (2015-2021): Market Forecast by Bearing Types (Ball, Roller and Clutch), Vehicle Types (Two Wheeler, Three Wheeler, Passenger Vehicle, Commercial and OTR Vehicle) and Regions

Description:
India’s automotive sector is all set to revive back after sluggish demand during the period 2012-14. Increasing consumer confidence and recovery of the economy has pushed the market towards positive growth. A similar trend is expected in automotive bearing market, where market would grow over the next six years.

Growing two wheeler sales is primarily driving the demand for ball bearing, wherein deep groove ball bearing leads the market. In the next six years, ball bearing segment to witness higher growth over roller bearing and clutch bearing segments, as a result of growth in two wheeler market.

With the launch of ‘Make in India’ campaign domestic production of automotive vehicles is expected to increase in the forecast period. The initiatives would drive various international players to expand and establish their manufacturing facilities, thus creating huge demand for automotive components in the country. Further, opportunities to export the vehicles in the international market would fuel the market for automotive bearing.

“India Automotive Bearing Market (2015–2021)” provides in-depth analysis with 124 figures and 8 tables covered in 180 pages. The report estimates and forecast overall India automotive bearing market by revenue, bearing type such as Ball, roller, and clutch; vehicle types such as two wheeler, three wheeler, passenger vehicle, commercial vehicle, off the road vehicle, OEM & aftermarket. The report also gives insights on price trends, market trends, competitive landscape, company profiles, market drivers and restraints.

Key Highlights of the Report
- Historical Data of Global Automotive Bearing Market Revenue for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of Global Automotive Bearing Market Revenue until 2021
- Historical Data of India Automotive Bearing Market Revenue & Volume for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Bearing Market Revenue & Volume until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Bearing market, by Market for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Bearing Market, by market until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Ball Bearing Market for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Ball bearing Market until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Ball Bearing Market, by Vehicle Type for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Ball Bearing Market, by Vehicle Type until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Roller Bearing Market for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Roller Bearing Market until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Roller Bearing Market, by Vehicle Type for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Roller Bearing Market, by Vehicle Type until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive Clutch Bearing Market for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive Clutch Bearing Market until 2021
- Historical Revenue & Volume of India Automotive clutch bearing Market, by end user for the Period 2010-2014
- Market Size & Forecast of India Automotive clutch bearing Market, by Vehicle Type until 2021
- Market Dynamics: Market Drivers, Restraints and Opportunities in India Automotive Bearing Market
- Market Trends
- Price Trends
- Competitive Landscape
- Company Profiles
- Key Strategic Pointers

Markets Covered:
The report provides the detailed analysis of the following market segments:
- Bearing Types:
  - Ball Bearings: Deep Groove, Angular Contact, Wheel Hub and Thrust Bearings
  - Roller Bearings: Taper, Needle, Cylindrical and Spherical Rollers
  - Clutch Bearings
- Regions:
  - North
  - South
  - East
  - North-East
  - West
  - Central

Vehicle Types:
- Two Wheeler
- Three Wheeler
- Passenger Vehicle
- Commercial Vehicle
- Off the Road
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